
 
 

WEEK 6 – LAW OF TORTS – PART 1 – Wrongs Act 1958 

 

Elements of negligence – need to prove regardless of the type –apply to every question 

1. Does the defendant owe a duty of care to the plaintiff?  

- Reasonable foreseeability  

- Proximity/Neighbour  

 

2. If so, has the defendant breached that duty of care? 

- Was it a foreseeable risk?  

- If yes, how would a reasonable person in D’s position have responded  

 

3. If so, has the plaintiff suffered damage?  

- Was damage caused by the breach? (causation) 

- Is the damage too remote? (‘reasonably foreseeability’ test)  

 

4. Are there any defences? (reduce the defendant’s liability or reduce it all together)  

- Contributory negligence  

- Voluntary assumption of risk (100% removal of liability of risk from the 

defendant, the plaintiff opting to that risk, it was their option and knew the 

relevant risks associated to that action)  

 

ELEMENT 1: DUTY OF CARE  

Donoghue v Stevenson (manufacturer)  

o Donoghue and a friend went to a café, friend purchased bottle of ginger beer   

o There were remains of a decomposed snail in the ginger beer bottle 

o Donoghue later became ill  

o Friend has contract with store from purchase  

COURT RULING: Duty of care was owed by the manufacturer to consumers that their 

products did not contain a decomposed animal   

 

 

 



 
 

Does the defendant owe a duty of care to the plaintiff?  

Duty of care can arise where:  

Loss/injury was ‘reasonably foreseeable’ (to defendant that plaintiff may be injured by his 

actions or omissions) and;  

Parties were in close ‘proximity’ that it required one party to not cause harm to the other 

(principle from Donoghue v Stevenson)  

Reasonable foreseeability + proximity = duty of care 

 

To determine if there is a duty of care; duty of care in FIVE specific situations  

1. Negligent acts causing physical harm  

Test: courts ask whether a reasonable onlooker would have foreseen the possibility of 

injury to individuals involved in the particular event (proximity/neighbourhood)  

- Donoghue v Stevenson  

- Australian Safeway Stores v Zaluzna  

o Z slips on floor in Safeway store, as a result obtained a physical injury 

COURT RULING: reasonably foreseeable if hazards are left on the floor they can cause injury, 

customers are owed a duty of care.  

- Modbury Triangle Shopping Centre 

o End of night shuts down store and goes to carpark where he is mugged  

COURT RULING: reasonable foreseeable you could be injured in a carpark however, court 

did not extend this after hours  

 

2. Negligent acts causing mental harm  

TEST: Reasonable foreseeability taking into account: Tame v NSW; Annetts v Australian 

Stations 

a) Relationships between the parties;  

b) Plaintiff’s physical/temporal proximity to event that caused mental harm; and  

c) What the expected response of a person of normal fortitude might be  

- Jaensch v Coffey  

o Policeman goes to work on motorbike and sustains terrible injuries  

o Wife goes to hospital, sees him covered in blood causing a nervous shock  



 
 

Court ruling: Wife owed a duty of care by the hospital. Reasonably foreseeable that if a 

loved one is affected this will cause trauma. Proximity = attend hospital and sees him  

 

3. Liability of omissions  

Principle: no liability for omissions or for failing to act EXCEPT where there is a positive 

duty to act (responsible to look after someone)  

In what circumstances is there a positive duty to act?  

- Where the parties are in a pre-existing relationship that contains elements of 

reliance or dependence or where the defendant in a position of contract  

o Parent and child  

o Doctor and patient (Rogers v Whitaker)  

o School authority and student   

o Employer and employee  

 

4. Acts causing pure economic loss  

Principle: courts are reluctant to find duty of care is owed in circumstances where the 

defendant’s negligent act resulted in the plaintiff suffering a pure economic loss (only 

financial loss) Why? Indeterminacy of liability 

If there is some kind of physical harm that causes financial loss – argue for physical 

harm NOT financial loss.  

Test: to establish a duty of care, must be shown that plaintiff and defendant were in a 

relationship where plaintiff was vulnerable or dependent upon defendant and 

defendant was aware/should have been aware of this fact  

- Perry v Apand   

o P was a potato farmer who suffered pure economic loss when 

o A supplied diseased potato seeds causing infection in a land of P’s 

neighbour (20km away)  

o The diseased seeds resulted in a crop with bacteria, P unable to export 

crops that were in a 20km radius of disease outbreak (WA legislations) 

Did Apand owe Perry a duty of care?  

COURT RULING: It was reasonable foreseeable that supplying diseased seed would cause 

economic loss – duty of care was owed 


